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there he worked with Arthur ‘Tug’ Wilson (AG-98) with whom he had established a life-long 
friendship during the war.  1956 saw Frank flying again; 150 hours in Chipmunks with the 
RCAF Reserve at Toronto Flying Club, Malton Airport (Toronto).  He was with TCA until his 
retirement.  In 2000, just two years after he and Cora moved to Niagara-on-the-Lake, Frank 
suffered an incapacitating stroke. 

He is survived by Cora, his wife of 67 years, daughters Denise Joyce (Tony) of the UK and 
Yvonne Rahn (Ross) of Niagara-on-the-Lake, two granddaughters and two great granddaughters. 

ALFRED ‘ALF’ WELLMAN • WAG • 98 SQUADRON 

Alfred Martin Wellman passed away at home in Aldridge 13 September 2012, 
aged 92 years.  As a F/S Alf was posted to 98 Squadron in Foulsham in early 
1943 with crewmates F/S Leslie Topper (P), F/S ‘Mack’ Eagleton (O), and Sgt 
‘Miff’ Smith (AG).  They flew 8 operations during Exercise Spartan (Army 
cooperation exercise that resulted in formation of 2nd TAF on 01 Jun 43).  They 
would fly 35 operations together before being 
broken up 06 Jan 44.  On 17 Sep 44, after an 
8 month hiatus, W/O Alf Wellman and F/O 
Leslie Topper were together again on 98 

Squadron, crewed with P/O B.D. Bodoano (O), and W/O 
D.W. McLaren (AG) flying their first op as a crew in an 
attack on the barracks at Ede, part of Operation Market 
Garden. After 25 more ops, Alf was posted to 9 PDC on 16 
Dec 44. 

Alf was a supportive MBA member who attended the 
reunions until recently. It was as fine tribute on the part of the three generations of his family that 
attended this year’s reunion so soon after his death. Their presence was not only a wonderful 
gesture of respect, it was also enjoyable comradeship. 

DOROTHY ‘DOT’ COLLINS • Widow of ‘Collie’ Collins DFC, DFM • 226 Squadron 

‘Dot’ Collins, of Chelmsford, Essex was a long-standing MBA member whose daughter, Carol, 
wrote to Russell Legross: “Dear Russ, Sadly I need to let you know that my mother, Dorothy 
Collins, died on Saturday 22nd September.  It was 70 years to the day that my father Maurice was 
shot down over France on the Feast of St-Maurice, quite a coincidence.  Best Wishes, Carol 
Gladwin.”  [Dorothy was a WAAF driver when she and Maurice met.] 

WE WILL REMEMBER THEM 

Mack Eagleton, Leslie Topper, Alf Wellman 
13 OTU Bicester, Sep ’42. 

Photo: Alf Wellman via Russell Legross
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                             OUR READERS 

Broken Family Tree 

Mark Land of Calgary, Alberta read of his uncle in an issue of Dispersals on the Brussels Air 
Museum Website, and wrote to us: 

“I happened upon a photo of my uncle Sidney Land in the August 2011 issue of Dispersals. He is 
one of the people in the photo of the No. 3 Bombing and Gunnery School, McDonald Manitoba 
November 1942 shown on page 19. My father Ed (RCAF retired) was very pleasantly surprised 
to see the photo of his brother. The last time he had seen Sidney was in 1946-47 when Sidney 
made a visit to Canada before returning to England. He asked if I could get a copy of the picture 
for him. 

I am hoping that you can point me in the right direction. I would greatly appreciate any 
assistance you could provide to obtain a quality copy of that photo as I would like to frame it for 
my father. 

By the way, I was very impressed with your newsletter. The cover photo of the B-25 was very 
striking and the content was well written and very interesting. Keep up the good work!” 

We sent Mark a digital copy of the photo he requested along with another of the same class taken 
at the beginning of the course. 

  

Mark wrote back: 

“Thank you so much. I love the before and after pictures. The men look a lot more serious in the 
second photo. My dad will have to confirm if no. 13 is indeed Sidney.  Sid was one of 11 Land 
siblings from Carman, Manitoba. I believe he was the third eldest and my dad was the youngest. 
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I know very little about Sid. I have heard some gossip but do not know what is fact and what is 
fiction; the joke about Sid was how ‘frugal’ he was...he would disappear when it was time for 
him to buy a round at the pub.  I believe he served in the RAF throughout the war. Never 
transferred to the RCAF.  He was likely a tail gunner; I don't know what rank he was. He 
returned to Carman after the war, bought a motorcycle and spent a year driving around Canada. 
He then went back to England in 1947 and never came back to Canada again. He may have re-
enlisted in the RAF. Apparently he was also a green grocer and retired to Majorca.  Don't know 
if he is still alive. My dad will be out to visit in a few weeks and I will see what he can add.  I will 
also share the photos with Sid's sister and see what she can remember.  She served in the WAAF 
in WW2. 

My dad enlisted in the RCAF in 1952 at the age of 17 and retired in 1991 as an MWO in Supply. 
He served in St Jean Quebec, Marville France, Sardinia, Gimli, Lahr, Yorkton, Shilo, Cold Lake, 
Portage, and Ottawa. I tease him all the time about being in the RCAF but having an acute fear 
of flying.” 

If any of our readers know anything of Sidney Land, please let me (Dave Poissant) know so we 
can help Mark fill in the blanks of his family history. 

 

Speaking of Mosquitos... 

Jack Williamson, son of Jack Williamson (P • 88), wrote in 
response to our recent emailings on the Mosquito, featured in this 
issue that was restored in New Zealand: 

“Thanks Dave, for your continued Emails. This photo is of the 
grave of a fellow that grew up 1/2 mile from our farm. His name 
was Ralph Green. He was killed flying a Mosquito July 25, 1944 at 
Lusanger (near Nantes), France. He is buried with his navigator in 
this small cemetery. We were there in late January; the 
townspeople (pop. 900) take very great care of the grave. From 
what I could find out the locals put the prop blades on the grave. 
Written on his head stone is ‘Not just today but every day in silence 
we remember.  Some day we will understand’. On his navigator 
Arthur W. Hillyer's: ‘Greater love hath no man than this. 
Goodnight beloved’.  Dave, to see the grave of someone so close to 
home but so far away doing what he did, was very moving. I can 
only imagine what families of fallen servicemen go through. 

Jack at Ralph Green’s grave in France.
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A family member I traced to Calgary had these photos [of the funeral for Ralph and Arthur].  
Ralph’s father somehow got in touch with a priest [in France] and the priest sent the photos to 
him.  The Germans were not happy about having a gathering of any size, but the people of the 
town went ahead anyway. 

   

The Green family were good friends with our family. Ralph was 5 years younger than my father 
but the same age as my one uncle and a very close friend.  The others left this area in the late 
40's. Ralph's one brother would come back to visit quite often. My father bought their land when 
they left here. I have always wondered what had happened to Ralph and it took till now to find 
out the whole story (or about as much as I can).” 

 

P/O Ralph Leslie Green RCAF (24 yrs) was with 406 Lynx Squadron RCAF (We Kill by Night), 
a night-fighter unit of the air Defense of Great Britain.  He was flying Mosquito MM708 with 

Navigator Arthur Woodley Hillyer RAFVR (22 yrs) on a Day 
Ranger operation when they were killed.  Two other 406 
Squadron Mosquitos were also lost on that 25 Jul 44 Ranger 
op.  The squadron was intercepted by Bf109s of I./JG 27 of 
which Lt Max Winkler and Fw Weise each claimed one 
Mosquito shot down in that area between 1720 and 1725. 

Under Saskatchewan’s ‘Geo-memorial’ program Green Lake 
(west of Camsell Portage) in Saskatchewan is named for 
Ralph Green. 

 
With information from ‘They Shall Grow Not Old’ by Les Allison & Harry 
Hayward • ‘Age Shall Not Weary Them’ by Bill Barry, Doug Chisholm & 
Beth Parsons • Commonwealth War Graves Commission •‘2nd Tactical Air 
Force’ by Christopher Shores and Chris Thomas • All photos courtesy 
Jack Williamson. 

Ralph Green with a Bristol Beaufighter. 
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2ND TACTICAL AIR FORCE, MEDIUM BOMBERS ASSOCIATION 

28th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Park Inn • Bedford, UK 

The 28th Annual General Meeting of the 2nd Tactical Air Force Medium Bombers Association 
was held at the Park Inn Bedford on Saturday 29th September 2012 at 2pm. 

PRESENT 
Messrs. L. Clifford, J. Clifton, Mr. R. Legross (Secretary Archivist), P. Jenner, R. Wilkinson, G. 
Coote,  F. Perriam. 

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
Apologies for absence were received from Mrs. A. Bolton, Mrs J Scott, and Mrs S. Morris.  
Messrs R. Jacobs, R. Day, R. Hick, J. MacDonald C. Winter, H. Hughes, T. Brady, T. Riordan R. 
Morris, T. Gill, W. Cooper, T. Price. 

CHAIRMANS OPENING REMARKS 
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Norman Prowse, Mr. Len Clifford volunteered to take the 
Chair and welcomed members to the meeting. 

IN REMEMBRANCE 
A Minute’s Silence was observed for those members who had passed away since last year’s 
meeting: 

Edith Price WAAF 98 Sqn 16th Aug 2011 

Robert ‘Bob’ Fowler OC RCAF, Pilot 226 Sqn 23rd Aug 2011 

Eric Atkins DFC & BAR RAF 305 Sqn (Polish) 22nd Nov 2011 

Ron Marshall RAAF, Pilot 226 Sqn 7th Dec 2011 

Bill Anderson RNZAF Pilot 18O Sqn 7th Dec 2011 

Cyril ‘Digger’ Collier RAAF WOP/AG 180 Sqn 30th Mar 2012 

Edward ‘Tiny’ Bredin RCAF Navigator 98 Sqn 9th Apr 2012 

Arthur ‘Tug’ Wilson RAF Air Gunner 98 Sqn 21st Apr 2012 

Alfred Wellman RAF WOP/AG 98 Sqn 12th Sep 2012 

Dorothy ‘Dot’ Collins, Widow of ‘Collie’ Collins 226 Sqn 22nd Sep 2012 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 24th SEPTEMBER 2011 
The Minutes of the Meeting held on the 24th September 2011 were presented and approved  

MATTERS ARISING 
No matters other than what would be raised during the course of this meeting. 

CHAIRMANS REPORT 
As the Chairman was unable to attend on this occasion, no report was presented. 
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TREASURERS REPORT 
The Treasurer presented a statement of account for the financial year ending at the 29th 
September 2012. Following a brief discussion Mr G. Coote proposed that the accounts be 
approved. The proposal was Seconded by Mr R. Wilkinson and approved by those present.  

REGISTRARS REPORT 
The Registrar was not present and in his absence the Secretary read out the current Membership 
details  

SECRETARY ARCHIVISTS REPORT 
The Secretary/Archivist produced a brief report which stated that both the Editor and he were 
working together over items for Dispersals and at present their seemed to be a shortage of items 
and recollections from members, but snippets were still arriving on an irregular basis. 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS 
The temporary Chairman had contacted the current Chairman and he reported to the meeting that 
Mr Prowse did not wish to be re-elected.    As a result, Mr J. Clifton proposed that Mr L. Clifford 
be elected as Chairman; this proposal was seconded by Mr. G. Coote and approved by those 
present. 

POSITION                  NAME                    
Chairman  Leonard Clifford 

Treasurer                    Frank Perriam 

Editor                         Peter Jenner              

Registrar                    John MacDonald        

Secretary/Archivist   Russ Legross    

Following a show of hands all of the other current holders of Offices were elected en bloc.  

ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
1) DISPERSALS CANADA The Chairman reported that he had spoken at length with the 

Canadian Executive and all matters relating to the past had been resolved and that all 
sides were working again in harmony.  

2) THE FUTURE OF THE ASSOCIATION At the previous AGM there was a proposal 
to wind up the Association and that the Secretary would write to all members to vote on 
this matter. The Secretary reported that he had not carried out this instruction as 
information relating to the receipt of ‘Dispersals’ by members was the only way they 
were being kept in touch with each other. In view of this information, and positive 
comments received from members following the last Reunion which were put to those 
present, it was suggested that following a discussion those comments were noted and it 
was felt that if the Association was to be wound up ‘Dispersals’ would no longer be 
produced and as a result members would lose a valuable source of communication. 
Therefore it was agreed that the Association would carry on for the foreseeable future. 

3) REUNION 2013 The Secretary reported that the date of the next Reunion will be held 
during September 2013 on a date to be announced. 

4) VOTE OF THANKS. It was proposed that a vote of thanks be recorded for the work 
done by the committee members over the previous year 
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JOHN GALE’S HEYDEKRUG RUN 
David Poissant 

John was keenly aware; their aircraft had suffered a flak hit and was on fire. He and Sgt Frank 
Gower, in the rear section of the Mitchell high over Boulogne, had not heard a bailout order 
when John saw Ian Tweddell, their Navigator/Bomb Aimer, take to his parachute. 

The intercom must be u/s...“Time to get out!” John called as he slapped Frank’s arse to get him 
out of his turret seat in the smoke and melee of the stricken B-25. They jettisoned the rear crew 
door in preparation to bail out; “Frank was not wearing his parachute harness” John recalls, “I 
was helping him on with it, kneeling in front of him to get the connecting strap and buckle 
between his knees when the aircraft went into a power dive.” Gordon Calder, their pilot, had put 
the plane into a steep dive in an attempt to extinguish the fire. “We were thrown to the roof of the 
craft. Our pilot then put it into climb mode to put the fire out.” When Calder pulled out of the 
dive the manoeuvre’s g-force hurled John, unscathed, through the open hatch; Frank must have 
collided with the aircraft floor. “I was shot out at the end of the dive” John said, “the chute shot 
off my chest and was hanging at the end of the straps, vibrating; I just reached down and pulled 
the handle...opened with a bang!” John was travelling at a considerable speed when his 
parachute opened with a yank, the force of which ruptured his diaphragm...an injury that would 
bother him for years. He saw their aircraft, still on fire, climb after pulling out of the dive and 
then saw his pilot bail out. P/O Calder’s parachute was aflame; he didn’t survive. The aircraft 
went into a spin; it would have been impossible for Frank to get out, even if he was conscious. 
Suspended in his parachute, John watched as B-25C Mitchell II FL197 (41-12757) crashed into 
the sea near Hardelot, France. 

It was noon on Sunday, 13 May 1943; they had just bombed the Boulogne Marshalling Yards on 
their 13th operation (including 2 Air Sea Rescue searches) with 98 Squadron 
RAF. Their first ‘op’ had been 22 Jan 43, which was also 98 Squadron’s first 
of WWII; and the first for the Mitchell they had flown on that operation, 
FL176 VO-B ‘Grumpy’. 

Sgt Gale had little time for reflection; he was over the sea, anxiously steering 
his parachute for the dry landing he soon experienced. A group of German 
soldiers that watched his descent were waiting a short distance away as he 
landed; “sit still” a voice called “you are among mines.” An officer arrived 
shortly and directed John through the mines and took him to an interrogation 
hut; P/O Ian Tweddell was already there. John was in a long room with a 
table down the middle when an officer with a patch over one eye entered; 
John came to attention as a mark of respect. Curiously, the officer turned and 
leaned against the wall in what seemed an attitude of shame; the ‘name, rank 
and serial number’ interrogation ensued. 

P/O Gordon Calder’s 
grave. 

Photo: Russell Legross
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P/O Gordon Calder, RCAF (Pilot) and Sgt Frank Gower, RAFVR (AG) were 
buried in the Boulogne Eastern Cemetery. F/O Ian Tweddell, RCAF (Nav/B) 
and Sgt John Gale, RAF (WAG) became prisoners of war; Tweddell in Stalag 
Luft III for commissioned officers at Sagan and Belaria (see Dispersals 
February 2012) and Gale in Stalag Luft I at Barth, Germany. Looking back 
on it now, this first camp seems luxurious; they had musical instruments; 
John loves music, was a musician and played in the RAF band earlier; he 
conducted a small orchestra at Stalag Luft I. 

 But it wasn’t to last long. They were moved to Stalag Luft VI for non-
commissioned officers in Sept ’43 when it opened at Heydekrug. They left 
Barth on a long cattle wagon train, about 40 men to a wagon with standing 
room only.  Rations consisted of one loaf between 5 men; a loaf between 4 
men on Sunday. Station stops were their only toilet facilities and they never 
stopped when any civilians were about. At the end of their journey, an empty wagon was fitted 
out to resemble a supposed accompanying kitchen wagon, and photographed with German 
officers in attendance. 

Stalag Luft VI was the most northern of German POW camps: Near Heydekrug, East Prussia, 
just a few miles from the Baltic coast, in what is now Lithuania. It would eventually have 3 
compounds: 1 American, 1 British and 1 joint American/British (Americans arrived in Feb ’44). 
Each compound contained ten brick barracks, each with a capacity of 552 men, and 12 wooden 
huts each housing 54 POWs. The men slept in double-decker bunks with tables, stools, lockers 
and a single wood stove in the middle of the room. With a total capacity of 6,168 the camp came 
to hold a conservatively-estimated 10,400 many of whom were quartered in tents. 

“We were allowed to walk ‘round the camp twice a day” John relates, “There was a warning 
wire 6 feet from the main double wires. Two prisoners went over the warning wires while I was 
there. Both shot dead.” 

Promoted to F/Sgt, John quickly settled into camp life and, among other everyday things, began 
writing letters and cards, one of which was to the Irvin Parachute Company to claim his 
‘Caterpillar Pin’ and club membership, awarded by the company to anyone whose life was saved 
by an Irvin parachute. 

The requirements for Caterpillar Club membership are rigid; members must have saved their 
lives by jumping with a parachute. Consequently RAF Sgt. Nicholas Alkemade, who during 
World War II bailed out of a RAF Avro Lancaster without a parachute and landed uninjured in a 
snow-drift, was refused membership because a parachute had not been used. More recently, a 
group of twelve skydivers were denied membership when one of them fouled the plane's tail and 
caused it to fall from the sky. He died in the crash, but the other eleven parachuted to safety. 

Sgt Frank Gower’s 
grave. 

Photo: Russell Legross
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They did not qualify because it had been their original intention to jump from the plane. The 
pilot, however, was admitted to the club. 

 

 
The Stalag Luft VI Commandant was Oberst Hermann Von Hoerback, a Prussian Army officer; 
he was very strict but fair; he committed no acts of cruelty; and allowed a camp council with 
elected barracks leaders who could put forward items for discussion; they were also responsible 
for distribution of food parcels and communications. After the 50 Allied officers were shot 
following ‘The Great Escape’ at Stalag Luft III in March ’44, the SS visited Luft VI and told the 
men about it with a warning “Recaptured escaped POWs lose their rights and are to returned to 
the Gestapo.” Things were about to tighten up.  

 
Sketch of Stalag Luft VI by S/Sgt Robert Scallen (POW KG 941) 

Front and back of John Gale’s card to Irvin Parachute Company, requesting a Caterpillar Pin in recognition of 
bailing out.  They replied to John’s wife, in part: “I regret that due to supply restrictions it is doubtful whether 
we shall be able to obtain one [Caterpillar pin] for him until after the war.” They sent John’s Caterpillar club 
membership card to him in Stalag Luft VI; his Caterpillar Pin to him at home after the war.   Images: Roger Gale
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In July of 1944, the Russian Army had driven through the Baltic States and was nearing 
Heydekrug; the Germans decided to move their charges to another camp farther from the Russian 
advance: Stalag Luft IV at Gross Tychow, Poland. The transfer to Gross Tychow was done in 3 
groups: one via the cargo ship ‘Masuren’, a captured Russian vessel; the second in the 
‘Insteberg’, a ship of German registry; and the third group travelled entirely by train. F/S John 
Gale travelled the 4-day crossing of the Baltic Sea in the hopelessly over-crowded “about 400 of 
us crammed in” hold of the steamer Insteberg, without sanitation or fresh air in mid-summer 
heat, to the Baltic port of Swinemünde. Upon docking, the men were unloaded and immediately 
marched to waiting railroad boxcars; here the prisoners were shackled in twos, hand and foot, up 
to 50 men to a car, for the 24-hour trip, with no food or drink, to the station at Kiefeheide, near 
the Stalag Luft IV. 

After arrival at Kiefeheide on 18 Jul 44 the shackled Heydekrug Sergeants were forced to 
double-time to the new camp through a cordon of SS, Luftwaffe and Kriegsmarine guards that 
became a 2-mile gauntlet of vicious dogs and equally vicious guards slashing with fixed 
bayonets. To add to the misery and confusion guards released the dogs and encouraged the 
vicious biting.  John remembers “Jerries each side with fixed bayonets. Chased uphill dodging 
the jabs. Medics were waiting at camp with iodine. Everybody pants down.” They were strip-
searched at Stalag Luft IV and had most of their possessions taken from them; no medical 
attention was available; only the most basic first aid.  John suffered “only a couple of bayonet 
wounds”; others were very seriously injured. Incredibly, only one man was killed. This trip and 
the gauntlet is often referred to by its Allied veterans as ‘The Heydekrug Run.’ 

An International Red Cross 
report of October 1944 
described Stalag Luft IV as 
being divided into 5 
compounds (A-E) separated 
by barbed wire; POWs 
were housed in 40 wooden 
barrack huts, 200 men per 
hut. Compounds A&B had 
3-tiered bunks; the 
remainder had no bunks; 
POWs slept on the floor. 
Huts were not heated; the 
entire camp had just 5 small 
iron stoves. Latrines were 
open-air; there were no 

Sketch  from  the  book  ‘Barbed Boredom’  by  Chas  Janis;  Leonard Rose  has  added 
information from Heydekrug survivors attending reunions over the years. 
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proper washing facilities. Medical facilities, supplies of food and clothing were all meagre.  At 
this point the POWs numbered 7,089 Americans, 606 British, 147 Canadians, 37 Australians, 59 
Poles, 22 New Zealanders, 8 South Africans, 2 French and 1 Norwegian. 

John recalls an incident where, while working on an electrical power pole, a guard was 
electrocuted when a ‘Kriegie’ (POW) somehow switched on the power! He goes on “One time 
the Americans sent us brand new boots, as many of us didn’t have shoes. The Germans 
confiscated them; the only time we saw those new boots were on the feet of the guards.” 

In January and early February of ’45, with the Russian advance threatening to overrun Stalag 
Luft IV, two trainloads of sick and wounded prisoners were taken to camps in Germany for 
medical attention. During 6-7-8 February the 6,000 remaining prisoners were ordered to leave 
the camp on foot, at bayonet point, with only a few hours notice. 

John and his fellow POWs, in groups of 250-300, were marched long daily distances on 
starvation rations. They lived in filth and slept in open fields, or barns when lucky. Clothing, 
medical and sanitary facilities were almost non-existent. Hundreds of men suffered from 
malnutrition, exposure, trench foot, exhaustion, dysentery, tuberculosis, numerous other diseases 
and incredibly ill treatment by the guards. John: “Whilst we were marching, the young Germans 
started stabbing everyone with fixed bayonets; one bloke ended up with nearly 40 stab wounds to 
the backside; he was barely conscious.” Ill or exhausted prisoners were assisted by stronger 
comrades. Some men escaped to hide out until they found an Allied unit. 

During the later stages of the march, “Jerries got wind the end was near and started deserting.” 
Under the ‘relaxed’ supervision, John continues: “a young army lad called Jack Copley and 
myself broke into a food storeroom on a farm.  We found legs of pork and vegetables; the owners 
couldn’t report us, as they were hiding food illegally from the Germans. I took a leg and 
shoulder to the farm woman: if you cook this leg for me, you can have the shoulder.” Done. 
During the exchange, John related that he had managed a butcher shop before the war; “the next 
morning, the woman’s 10-year old boy said ‘come’. Someone had given her a pig; she asked if I 
would kill it for her.” 

On the road again. John and his group eventually met up with Canadian Forces, got a lift in 
Allied lorries to a channel port and HOME! 

Reunited with his wife Joan in Kingston-Upon-Hull, East Yorkshire, John returned to managing 
the butcher shop. They raised three sons: David, Roger and Stephen; John was also from a family 
of three sons: John, the eldest (born 15 Jun 1913), Gillian who died many years ago, and George 
who also served in the RAF. John played in and conducted The East Yorkshire Regimental 
Territorial Army Band; Roger has a 78rpm recording of Glen Miller’s Moonlight 
Serenade/American Patrol recorded just after the war by The RAF Band on which his Dad is 
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featured.  Joan died in 1967; John did not remarry and still lives at home in Hull; his son Stephen 
lives with him. John’s other two sons are also in the City of Hull. 

 John wrote the Irvin Parachute Company twice more: soon after 
arriving home in 1945 to request a replacement Caterpillar Club 
membership card that he lost “when Jerry deprived me of my scanty 
belongings during captivity”; the company happily complied; and 
again 6 years later, after his Caterpillar Pin went missing; another was 
supplied at a price of 5s. 

My research for this article grew from interest generated during my 
earlier writing on Ian Tweddell...I wanted to know the entire story; among the records provided 
me by Ian’s daughter Linda was a note from John regarding arrangements for a meeting in 1962 
when Ian visited from Canada; the only time they met since the interrogation hut of 13 May 43. 
Based on John’s then return address I placed a request for information in the Hull Daily Mail and 
received emails from John’s nephew; a son; and a family friend in addition to a hand written note 

from John telling me that he, at age 98, was the man I was 
seeking. 

John is obviously a loved and respected man. He has a neat 
sense of humour; his second note informed me that he was “98 
years old and still Compus Mentos”; he then went on to tell me 
“When I was shot down it was awful to see my pilot go down 
with his parachute on fire! It was my pilot’s action at the time 
that saved my life.” 

A great deal of thanks is due John Gale’s son Roger who 
shared valuable information and anecdotes on his Dad. Thank-
you also to Carol Towse of Hull, for whom John “has been a 
family friend for a great number of years.” And to John’s 
nephew Cliff Gale for his assistance. 

Roger, in forwarding John’s notes on captivity, said “I have searched everywhere for photos of 
Dad in his RAF uniform and in his flying suit, unfortunately, he has put the relevant album 
‘somewhere’ and we don’t know where. It will turn up again I’m sure, but too late for your 
article.” 

Those photos, when they do surface, will be welcomed into the Dispersals album. 

With information from ‘Evacuation of Stalag Luft VI’ by Victor Arthur Martin RAF • ‘The Heydekrug Run’ by Greg 
Hatton (experiences of his father S/Sgt Hyman Hatton) • ‘The Heydekrug Run’ by Ed Hays • Second Generation 

Research on www.b24.net • Hell’s Angels 303rd Bomb Group 

The elusive Caterpillar Pin
Photo: Roger Gale 

Former F/S John Gale RAF (Wop/AG) in 
his garden in Kingston‐Upon‐Hull. 

Photo: Roger Gale. 
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DH MOSQUITO LAUNCH SPECTACULAR 

David Poissant • With information from the ‘Mosquito Launch Spectacular’ airshow program 

September 29th; Ardmore Airport, New Zealand: Avspecs and Jerry Yagen announced the 
return to the sky of KA114, the only Mosquito in the world capable of flight! 

DH98 Mosquitos were once plentiful; but other than the thirty-odd parked in museums and other 
static displays, all have succumbed to the inevitable deterioration of their wooden airframes.  The 
last flying example of the type crashed fatally at a July 1996 airshow in Manchester, England.   

KA114 is an early production DH98 Mosquito FB.26, built at de Havilland’s Downsview factory 
in Toronto, Canada.  Little is known of KA114’s service history; it was flown straight into 
reserve storage and it seems it spent most of its time there. 

Its first flight was February 22, 1945 on an RCAF charge.  The last recording of KA114 was in 
storage with No. 103 Reserve Equipment Maintenance Satellite (REMS) in Vulcan, Alberta; it 
was turned over to War Assets for public disposal on April 3, 1948. 

The Mosquito was purchased by a farmer in Alberta where it stayed for thirty years; until Ed 
Zalesky negotiated its transfer to the Canadian Museum of Flight in Langley, British Columbia.  
KA114 was in poor condition at that time, and had no engines or undercarriage; in the process of 
transport to the museum, the fuselage disintegrated.  The aircraft remained in the museum’s 
storage facility until 2004 when it was purchased by Jerry Yagen’s Fighter Factory at Virginia 
Beach Airport, Virginia, USA. 

   

     
The Fighter Factory contracted Avspecs Ltd of Auckland, New Zealand to rebuild the Mossie to 
flying status.  Avspecs is well-known and respected in the warbird community, having rebuilt 
numerous award-winning warbirds since its founding in 1997; and they’ve done a masterful job 
of restoring KA114, including an all-new fuselage built by Glynn Powell’s ‘Mosquito Aircraft 
Restoration Ltd’, also of New Zealand. 

New fuselage by Mosquito Aircraft Restoration
                                           Photo: Mosquito Aircraft Restoration 

KA114 on arrival at Avspecs in New Zealand
                                                                           Photo: Avspecs
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KA114 carries the ‘EG-Y’ markings of 487 (NZ) Squadron RAF of the 2nd Tactical Air Force; 
there were 3 ‘EG-Y’ Mosquitos in total; all were lost along with their crews during WWII. 

The September 29th launch and airshow was a celebration long in the making, with estimated 
attendance at 20,000!  Assisting KA114 in the celebrating was a number of other members of the 
de Havilland family: Beaver, Chipmunk, Devon, Dragon Rapide, Fox Moth, Tiger Moth and 
Vampire.  Other attending aircraft were Anson, Kittyhawk, Spitfire, Mustang, Albatross, 
Strikemaster, Dominie, & RNZAF helicopters. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL PHOTOS THIS PAGE & FRONT COVER COPYRIGHT ALLAN JOHNSTON; ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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SILK & THUMB 
From an Australian wartime newspaper clipping 

BALED OUT AND HITCH-HIKED 150 MILES

With his parachute tucked underneath his arm, Pilot Officer Cyril Allom, former school teacher 
of Townsville, Queensland and Navigator of a Mitchell bomber of the Second Tactical Air 
Force, hitch-hiked 150 miles across France after baling out over Boulogne. 

On the bombing run the aircraft was hit by flak which dislodged two bombs and penetrated to the 
wing root, starting a fire in the petrol tank. “The fire was blazing merrily in the fuselage,” said 
Allom, “and the pilot and I prepared to jump. The pilot, Flight Lieutenant Frank Bitz, of 
Vancouver, flew the aircraft standing up while I helped him fix his parachute. I fell unhurt 
among French-Canadians who had been chasing me in trucks across fields. They doctored me, 
although I was only slightly cut on one hand, and I spent the night with the unit. Next morning I 
learned that Bitz had broken an ankle while the Air Gunner, Pilot Officer T.G. Bell, of Manitoba, 
Canada, had sprained his ankle. At mid-day on Sunday I decided to get back to my base in 
England, so I hitch-hiked to Abbeville in an Army truck. Then I picked up a convoy and 
eventually reached an airfield.” 

Less than 48 hours after he had bailed out over Boulogne, Allom was back with his Squadron in 
Southern England. 

REMEMBERING THE FEW 
From an article by Holly Bridges 

The Royal Canadian Air Force paid tribute to its fallen comrades, and 
the steely resolve of a nation at war, during parades and memorial 
services that were held across Canada on Sunday, September 15 to 
honour the 72nd anniversary of The Battle of Britain. 

In Ottawa, where the national ceremony took place, 99-year-old 
Arthur Tinker donned a suit and his wartime medals to attend the 
parade with his cousin Robert Roushan, a peacetime veteran of the 
RCAF. They attend the ceremony every year. Wing Commander 
(Ret’d) Tinker served in Europe and North Africa in the Second 
World War as a staff officer and executive assistant to Air Marshall 
Austin Curtis, Chief of the Air Staff from 1947 until 1953. For his 
service, W/C Tinker became a Member of the Order of the British 
Empire. 

W/C Arthur Tinker RCAF (Ret’d)
Photo: Holly Bridges 
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“It’s a great day today,” said W/C Tinker. “I don’t know how they pull it off every year, but they 
do.” W/C Tinker enlisted in the RCAF auxiliary in 1934 and could very well be one of the last 
surviving members of the pre-war RCAF. The ceremony brought back some happy and not-so-
happy memories. “There were good times, and ones I would rather not remember, but they were 
the best of times nonetheless.” 

July 10, 1940 is normally accepted as the first day of the Battle of Britain, marking the first 
attack of a convoy in the England Channel by the Luftwaffe, in preparation for an invasion of the 
British Isles. From that day on, German attacks increased in both scope and frequency with 
proportional reaction from the Royal Air Force (RAF). As for the end date, opinions vary among 
historians, but many point to October 12 as the date on which a German army bulletin was issued 
officially signaling Hitler's decision to retreat. 

Canadians celebrate Battle of Britain Day on the Sunday closest to September 15, 1940, a day 
that represents the "high water mark" of the battle. A massive counter-attack from the RAF 
inflicted such a blow to the attacking Luftwaffe that Hitler decided to postpone his plans to 
invade Great Britain. On that day, the largest number of attacking German aircraft met 
unexpected resistance from the RAF. 

Len Bridges, 92, whose home in London was damaged three times during the battle by vibrations 
coming off anti-aircraft guns on the ground, served with the British Army’s Royal Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers in Egypt during the Second World War. As the battle raged, he was taking 
his basic training in Nottingham, north of London in the Midlands. On September 15, I was 
working at one of the biggest ammunition dumps in the country and was tasked, along with 
many other young men, to pull ammunition out of boxes. I remember that day because some of 
the last Hurricanes and Spitfires were sent up into the sky because Britain had so few left. The 
next morning we jumped for joy because the bombers seemed to retreat after that. The 
[Germans] had had enough. They got their arse kicked.” 

“It is true the pilots were the tip of the spear,” said 
Lieutenant-General André Deschamps, commander of the 
RCAF, “but the ground crews, whose support role was 
crucial, faced other challenges. They worked relentlessly in 
all kinds of weather, repairing aircraft, and getting them 
back up in the air in record time. They were also in the line 
of fire when the Luftwaffe concentrated their attacks on 
RAF airfields. The network of observers and radar systems 
was also central to the successful outcome of the battle, 
supplying vital strategic information to mission planners.” Lt Gen André Deschamps greets veterans 

on parade.                  Photo: Cpl Darcy Lefebvre 
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Extracted from the Daily Telegraph, 12 December 2011 
Col Henry Lafont, who has died [02 Dec 2011] aged 91, made a dramatic escape from Vichy-
held Algeria and reached England to fly Hurricanes in the Battle of Britain; he was the last of the 
13 French fighter pilots to fly in the Battle. 

When France capitulated in June 1940, Lafont was at the fighter school in Oran, Algeria, and 
was said to be “mad with rage” to see France occupied. Although he and his fellow pilots were 
ordered not to attempt to escape, six of them — including Lafont — decided to steal an aircraft 
and fly to Gibraltar. They were led by René Mouchotte, who would later command a Spitfire 
squadron and be awarded a DFC before failing to return from a sweep over northern France in 
August 1943. Mouchotte identified a twin-engined six-seat Caudron Goeland aircraft, which had 
sufficient fuel. What he and his comrades were unaware of, however, was that the propellers had 
been sabotaged in an attempt to prevent the aircraft taking off. They stole aboard during the night 
and, at first light, started the engines. In the event, Mouchotte managed to drag the aircraft into 
the air at minimum speed and made a laborious climb. Using a map torn from a geography book, 
the crew reached Gibraltar, where they received a warm welcome. A few days later they sailed 
for England. 

On arrival in England, Lafont and his colleagues converted to the Hurricane and were sent to a 
squadron in Northern Ireland before joining No 615 Squadron at Northolt, from where he flew 
patrols during the Battle of Britain. Over the next few months he flew more than 100 patrols and 
was credited with shooting down two enemy aircraft. On February 26 1941 he was the first of the 
pilots who had escaped to England to achieve a success, although he was the only one in his 
formation of six aircraft to return safely to base. In July 1941 Lafont became an instructor, and 
trained more than 60 Free French Air Force fighter pilots. Six months later he joined the Groupe 
Alsace flying Hurricanes on convoy patrols and fighter cover over Tobruk, when he probably 
shot down an enemy bomber. In May 1942 he volunteered for service in Russia with the 
Normandie Squadron, but before joining he was shot down and wounded. He returned to 
England. Throughout 1943 Lafont flew with No 341 Squadron on operations over France and the 
Low Countries. By war’s end he had completed 230 operational missions, and he was one of the 
few to be awarded the Ordre de la Libération, instituted by General de Gaulle. He also won the 
Croix de Guerre with three palms and the Croix de la Valeur Militaire. 

TRIBUTE TO AN ALLY 
Reprinted from a postwar issue of ‘Over to You’, the newsletter of 139 Wing. 

To be condemned to death for activities with the Resistance Movement, to break from the prison 
of St-Gilles in Brussels, to fly to victory with the RAF, and finally to drive his captors 
themselves to work. That is the story of Flight Lieutenant ‘Mich’ Jansen, who has recently left 
98 Squadron, and for a time, controlled German labour on this camp. 
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On the night of 1st March 1943, four Belgians detained by the Germans in cell no. 35 of Gilles 
Prison completed their plot to escape. The beds had been made up with dummies, the black-out 
was down and the lights turned out, contrary to regulations, when gaoler opened the peep-hole. 
Jansen, the leader who was waiting execution, explained with a ready wit that one of his 
comrades was suffering from asthma and needed air – the gaoler passed on.  Soon the four 
patriots were out of their cell and climbing the wall by a home-made ladder, they vanished into 
the blacked-out street of Brussels. Of the four, two were soon retaken, one to be deported to 
Germany via the camp of Breendonek, the other to suffer in the hell of Dachau. 

The other two, Jansen and Lissens, with the assistance of the Underground Movement made their 
way across France and into Spain where they saw the inside of the notorious Miranda Prison, and 
finally from Portugal to England. Lissens was soon enrolled in the Navy. ‘Mich’ Jansen 
presented himself to the Air Ministry for an air-crew job. He was too old, there was a price on 
his head; operational flights for his were out of the question, he was told. But a man who has 
broken from the dreaded St-Gilles finds Air Ministry no barrier. By dint of making himself a 
nuisance to the authorities, Jansen was finally 
accepted, with exasperation, as an Air 
Gunner. After training he was posted to this 
Wing [98 Squadron] in May 1944. 

Completing his first tour, ‘Mich’ refused to 
go on rest and continued his ops. After doing 
50 he was awarded the DFC in January of this 
year [1945].  His citation gave him the credit 
he richly deserved – “Well knowing the fate 
that awaited him in the case of his capture, 
P/O Lucien Jansen completed 50 sorties, in 
the course of which he showed to a supreme 
degree, determination, courage, and a sense of 
duty.” 

The end of the war in Europe found ‘Mich’ 
and Achmer with 80 sorties in his log book. Here on the ground he soon showed his skill in the 
control of German labour and weeding out ‘questionable ones’ amongst the natives around. Now 
Flight Lieutenant Jansen, he is helping to organize the new Belgian Air Force. 

This was ‘Mich.’ to quote our contemporary ‘The Quotidien’ of Brussels – “By his personality as 
much as by his stirring deeds, he won the admiration of the young and the respect of his 
superiors.”  
 
 

l‐r:  F/O  Zdenek  Kokes  (AG),  LAC  Donald  Booth,  F/O  Bill 
Williams  (Nav/B), W/C  Christopher  Paul  (Pilot),  LAC  Fred 
Halsey, P/O Mich Jansen (AG) 

photo: Fred Halsey via Russell Legross 
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A JOURNEY AWAY FROM ‘PIG BASKETS’* 
Peter Jenner 

In 1942  Johannes Hendrik  ‘Joop’ Vellerman, being under 19, was a  ‘kinder marina’  in  the 
naval base at Soerabaya, East  Java,  Indonesia. He was  learning  the  trade of air mechanic, 

working mainly of Catalinas; his wider curriculum included radio work. 

With the Japanese Advancing rapidly, they were marched and bussed to a 
train  that  was  soon  tightly  packed  with  a  great  variety  of  evacuating 
people. This hot a sweaty travelling sardine tin took them to the port of 
Tjialjap. They boarded,  among  the many  ships  in  the harbour,  the  ‘Kota 
Bara’;  overcrowded,  she  was  the  only  ship  to  escape,  leaving  Java  on 
March 2nd, 1942 and took 10 days to reach Colombo. The ‘Jensen’ was also 
loaded with  evacuees,  but was  sunk;  all  other  ships were  captured. The 

pride of the Dutch merchant fleet, the cruise ship ‘Nieuw Amsterdam’ was their next luxury 
home sailing across the Indian Ocean to Durban, joined by evacuees from Singapore and 
Malaya, mainly British. In Durban they were tented in an ex-Italian prisoner of war camp from 
which they were able to visit among the South Africans. After a few weeks they boarded the  
‘Christiaan  Huijgens’, a smaller passenger ship aboard which they were to sail to Liverpool, 
England, via Cape Town.   

In Wolverhampton they were divided into aircraft and  torpedo mechanics; Joop went to aircraft. 
At Bircham-Newton he had to learn technical English, which he found difficult. The mechanics 
went on for specialist training 
but Joop and others remained as 
they wanted to fly. He passed 
out as a ‘mitrailleurschutter’ 
(Air Gunner) and joined 320 
Squadron at Attleborough. 

 
Flying from Dunsfold on 20 Jun 44 in Mitchell ‘NO-C’, No. 2 in the lead box, they 
were hit in the starboard engine which caught fire. The aircraft spun and crashed 
beside the French village of Frichmesnil; all were killed. 

In 2008 Joop’s niece presented a film of his life, from which most of the story is 
gleaned, at the Soesterberg Museum.  At the presentation was a rudder from NO-C 
which had been hidden by the mayor of Frichmesnil and passed to the Museum post 
war.  

*Many captured servicemen, mainly Australians from Soerabaya, were hog-tied into baskets, 
taken to sea and thrown overboard. 

‘Joop’ Vellerman 

Part of the front row of the Passing Out class photo
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MACH 1.24 IN FREEFALL 
From the Toronto Star online/Associated Press – 15 Oct 2012 

October 14, 2012; at 2:08 p.m. ET, Felix Baumgartner stood alone at the edge of space, poised in 
the open doorway of a capsule suspended above Earth; thirty-nine kilometers below him, 
millions of people were right there with him, watching on the Internet, marvelling at the wonder 
of the moment. 

A second later, he stepped off the 
capsule and barrelled toward the 
New Mexico desert as a tiny white 
speck against a darkly-tinted sky. 
Millions watched breathlessly as he 
shattered the sound barrier and then 
landed safely about nine minutes 
later, becoming the world's first 
supersonic skydiver. 

“It was harder than I expected,” said Mr. Baumgartner, a 43-year-old former Austrian 
paratrooper. Trust me, when you stand up there on top of the world, you become so humble. It’s 
not about breaking records any more. It’s not about getting scientific data. It’s all about coming 
home.” 

The tightly-orchestrated jump meant primarily to entertain became much more than that in the 
dizzying, breathtaking moment — it was part scientific wonder, part daredevil reality show, with 
the live-streamed event instantly capturing the world's attention. It proved, once again, the power 
of the Internet in a world where news travels as fast as Twitter. 

The event happened without a network broadcast in the United States, though organizers said 
more than 40 television stations in 50 countries — including cable's Discovery Channel in the 
U.S. — carried the live feed. Instead, millions flocked online, drawing more than 8 million 
simultaneous views to a YouTube live stream at its peak, YouTube officials said. 

Baumgartner hit Mach 1.24, or 1,342 km/h, according to preliminary data, and became the first 
person to reach supersonic speed without travelling in a jet or a spacecraft. The capsule he 
jumped from, carried by a 55-storey ultra-thin helium balloon, had reached an altitude of 39,000 
metres above Earth. Coincidentally, Baumgartner's accomplishment came on the 65th 
anniversary of the day that U.S. test pilot Chuck Yeager became the first man to officially break 
the sound barrier in a jet. 
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Landing on his feet in the desert, the man known as “Fearless Felix” lifted his arms in victory to 
the cheers of jubilant friends and spectators who 
closely followed at a command centre. Among 
them was his relieved mother, Eva Baumgartner. 

About half of Baumgartner's nine-minute descent 
was a free fall of 36,529 metres; during the first 
part of Baumgartner's free fall, anxious onlookers 
at the command centre held their breath as he 
appeared to spin uncontrollably. “When I was 
spinning first 10, 20 seconds, I never thought I 
was going to lose my life but I was disappointed 
because I'm going to lose my record. I put seven 
years of my life into this,” he said. 

He added: “In that situation, when you spin around, it's like hell and you don't know if you can 
get out of that spin or not. Of course, it was terrifying. I was fighting all the way down because I 
knew that there must be a moment where I can handle it.” 

Baumgartner's team included Joe Kittinger, who first tried to break the sound barrier from 31 
kilometers up in 1960, reaching speeds of 988 km/h. Mr. Kittinger praised Mr. Baumgartner’s 
courage for proceeding with the mission and said that he had more than broken a record. “He 
demonstrated that a man could survive in an extremely high altitude escape situation. Future 
astronauts will wear the spacesuit that Felix test-jumped today.” 

This attempt marked the end of a long road for Baumgartner, a record-setting high-altitude 
jumper. He already made two preparation jumps in the area, one from 25 kilometers high and 
another from 29 kilometers. He has said that this was his final jump. 

Although he broke the sound barrier, the highest manned-balloon flight record and became the 
man to jump from the highest altitude, he failed to break Kittinger's 5 minute and 35 second 
longest free fall record. Baumgartner's was timed at 4 minutes and 20 seconds in free fall. 

He said he opened his parachute at 1,500 metres because that was the plan. “I was putting 
everything out there, and hope for the best and if we left one record for Joe — hey it's fine,” he 
said when asked if he intentionally left the record for Kittinger to hold. 

Baumgartner has said he plans to settle down with his girlfriend and fly helicopters on mountain 
rescue and firefighting missions in the U.S. and Austria. Before that, though, he said, “I'll go 
back to LA to chill out for a few days.” 
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